
This new multidimensional kundalini work being activated is the work of your chakras in 

multidimensionality. It is connecting all of your bodies through the multidimensional chakras to all the 

flows present for your wellbeing leading to a most efficient and productive life. 

The Kundalini Activator is a type of mandala or plan which represents the metaphysical cosmos of the 

universe. This powerful symbol, a source of pure energy, can help you achieve a higher level of 

consciousness, creating your own reality. Using this symbol will bring peace and harmony into your life 

giving you the energy to go beyond your limitations and fears. 

The Kundalini Activator is made of 14k Gold Plated Brass and is 2"x 0.06" x 2". 

Benefits of the Kundalini Activator are: 

• Activates multidimensional kundalini work. 

• Activates the chakras in multidimensionality. 

• Connects all of your bodies through the multidimensional chakras to the flows that are present. 

• Helps you solve your problems and clear negativity in your life. 

• Gives you energy to go beyond your limitations and fears. 

• A divine store-house of energy which picks up particular cosmic waves emitted by the planets 

and other universal objects. 

• Transforms cosmic waves into positive vibrations transmitted to its surroundings, clearing all 

negative energies and obstacles on your Path. 

How to Use the Kundalini Activator: 

To optimize the benefits for yourself Gma recommends each time you use the Kundalini Activator that 

you call her in to use your eyes to direct you to the benefit(s) listed above that would be the most 

beneficial to you at this time. Then visualize these benefits being actualized within you and within the 

Planet. Remember, Gma will “check in on you” and automatically upgrade, change or downgrade the 

properties of the Kundalini Activator according to what you need on a constant basis.  Place the form on 

your altar or sacred space. 

The Kundalini Activator is brought to you by Grandma Chandra and David Dreamwalker Diamondheart. 


